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Abstract The coastal upwelling system offshore Namibia

is ideally suited to address a focal question of the Inte-

grated Marine Biogeochemistry and Ecosystem Research

Programme: what are the mechanisms that drive long-term

changes in ecosystems? Considerable interannual vari-

ability in climatic forcing is indicated by long time series

of meteorological and remote sensing observation; these

accompany considerable interannual to interdecadal chan-

ges in the upwelling intensity over the last 100 years, as

well as a centennial trend. On longer time scales, the only

archives available are sediment records spanning the late

Holocene. To decipher the sediment record, we mapped

surface-sediment patterns of proxies for physical (sea sur-

face temperature/SST from alkenone unsaturation indexes)

and nutrient (d15N on bulk sedimentary N) variables. Their

present-day surface-sediment patterns outline the coastal

upwelling cells and filaments and associated high produc-

tivity area. Analysed in an array of dated sediment cores,

the spatial patterns of SST suggest long-term ([100 years)

variability in the location and intensity of individual

upwelling cells. The patterns of d15N outline an area of

intense denitrification near the coast, and advection of

water with low-oxygen concentrations in the undercurrent

from the North. d15N exhibits considerable downcore

variability, in particular over the last 50 years. The vari-

ability appears to be governed by differences in extent of

denitrification and thus of the shelf oxygen balance, which

appears to have deteriorated in the last 50 years. Together,

the data suggest that SST and denitrification conditions

have remained in the narrow bounds outlined by today’s

patterns in surface sediments, but that spatially small var-

iability in upwelling intensity and make-up of upwelling

feed waters induced considerable changes in the lower

trophic levels of the coastal upwelling ecosystem over the

last 6,000 years. Attempts to correlate proxy records from

sediments with observational time series and regional cli-

mate reconstructions were not successful, possibly because

annual to interannual environmental signals are erased in

the process of sediment formation.

Introduction

Coastal upwelling systems are known to be both active (as

sources/sinks for CO2 and nutrients) and passive (as

sounding boards of changes in external forcing) compo-

nents of global and regional climate change (Summerhayes

et al. 1992, 1995a). Their importance stems from several

factors.

First, their role in the global marine carbon cycle in

terms of mass fluxes by far outweighs their modest regional

extent. They are areas of substantial CO2 degassing, and at

the same time they are focal points for nutrient delivery

from the subthermocline of the adjacent oceans to the
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euphotic zone and thus support an immensely powerful

biological pump in the near and far field around the areas of

physical upwelling (Berger et al. 1989; Diffenbaugh et al.

2004; Watson 1995).

Second, strong and direct links exist between physical

forcing (e.g. intensity of trade wind forcing or changes in

wind stress curl) and response in the physical system of

coastal upwelling (f.e., intensity and spatial extent of

upwelling, location of filaments) on the one hand, and

possible influences on the chemical and biological

upwelling systems on the other hand. Examples of such

responses to outside forcing include changes in oxygen

levels and spatial extent of suboxia/anoxia; carbon dioxide

versus methane degassing; changes in organic carbon

sequestration and burial; changes in the amounts and ratios

of nutrients exported from the shelf upwelling system out

to the adjacent pelagic ocean. In terms of consequences for

higher ecosystem levels, change in the physical forcing is a

prime suspect for changes in the biological structure,

functioning and diversity of entire ecosystems. Case in

point are global and regional ‘‘regime shifts’’ seen in the

geographical predominance and biomass of small pelagic

fish in coastal other upwelling systems (Chavez et al. 2003;

Schwartzlose et al. 1999).

Third, coastal upwelling areas offer sedimentary

archives of high-temporal resolution that may overcome

the problem of limited observation periods. Observing and

evaluating ecosystem changes and their root causes while

the system is in transition from one state to the next is

difficult, and long-term changes require observational

records of matching long durations. Such records are usu-

ally lacking for coastal upwelling areas; those few time

series that exist are usually incomplete and limited to

several decades at most. When looking for evidence of

recurrent changes in upwelling systems extending from the

interannual to millennial time scale, or for stochastic events

preceding observation periods, we have to rely on proxy

records: proxy records are time series of some variable that

can be observed/measured and which has a known and

statistically significant relationship to another, unobserv-

able environmental variable of interest. The task of

reconstructing ecosystem variability in coastal upwelling

systems before observations began thus entails an identi-

fication and definition of suitable proxies.

These properties of and mechanisms in coastal upwell-

ing systems mark them as prime candidates for studies

under the auspices of Integrated Marine Biogeochemistry

and Ecosystem Research, the IMBER initiative. It aims to

understand, how biogeochemical cycles and ecosystems in

the ocean react to global change, and how those reactions

may in turn act on global change. In the present paper we

present data and discuss the evidence for changes in the

environment of the coastal upwelling system offshore

Namibia, the northern sector of the large Benguela

upwelling system. The data raised and presented here are

restricted to the shelf offshore Nambibia between 19 and

25�S. The processes captured in the sediment records entail

the coastal upwelling system only and span the time since

the modern coastal upwelling system was established in the

mid-Holocene (around 6,000 years ago), when post-glacial

sea level rise had slowed and the modern shelf circulation

patterns had been established.

The setting

Atmospheric and oceanic circulation

The coastal upwelling region offshore Angola, Namibia

and South Africa is a classical example for an eastern

boundary current system. It is driven by winds around the

high air pressure cell that forms the South Atlantic Anti-

cyclone (SAA) with a core position at about 30�S, 10�W

(Schell 1968). Together with the equatorial low-pressure

belt and highly variable continental low pressure cells over

southern Africa (such as the Angola Low and Kalahari

Low), these atmospheric centres of action control strength

and direction of the Southeast Trades (SET) along south-

west African coasts and thus the wind stress curl. The SET

provides the driving force for the Benguela Current (BC)

which feeds water masses into the South Equatorial Cur-

rent (SEC) as part of the basin-scale wind-driven oceanic

circulation (Fig. 1).

A comprehensive review of the circulation in the SE

Atlantic Ocean and the Benguela System is given in

Shannon and Nelson (1996). The northward component of

the SET is responsible for offshore transport of water in

near-surface layers. The resulting pressure deficit over the

shelf is partly compensated by onshore transport of Eastern

South Atlantic Central Water (ESACW) from *200 m

depth. ESACW originates in the source region of the BC

near the Cape of Good Hope and is transported northwards

along the upper continental slope at water depths of

\400 m. Water of deeper layers frequently carries the

signature of Antarctic Intermediate Water (AIW) from up

to 500 m water depth (Lutjeharms and Valentine 1987;

Stramma and Peterson 1989). The overall coastal upwell-

ing area is about 150–200 km wide and is composed of

several locally fixed upwelling cells—determined by

coastal morphology and topography (Lutjeharms and

Meeuwis 1987)—extending up to 600 km offshore where

upwelling filaments interlace with open ocean water (Lut-

jeharms and Stockton 1987). The northern boundary of

coastal upwelling is given by the Angola-Benguela-Frontal

Zone (ABFZ) between 15 and 17�S (Boyd et al. 1987; Lass

et al. 2000). Its location is variable in space and in time and
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mainly depends on the constellation of air pressure gradi-

ents between the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ)

and the SAA (Meeuwis and Lutjeharms 1990; Shannon

et al. 1987).

The southern boundary of the Benguela upwelling

regime coincides with the retroflection zone of the Agulhas

Current. In coastal zones south of *33�S, relatively warm

surface water originates from the Indian Ocean and its

equatorward spreading forms a highly variable frontal zone

which separates cold upwelling water in the North from

relative warm water in the South (Shannon and Nelson

1996). The Benguela upwelling regime thus is the only

Eastern Boundary Current system with a poleward border

of warm water.

Hydrography and oxygen balance

The chain of cause and effect from physical forcing to

chemical environment and ecosystem response hinges on

the oxygen supply and consumption (and linked to it, the

nutrient balance) as the master variable.

Three hydrographic features are important with respect

to the oxygen supply for shelf waters offshore Namibia: (a)

A poleward undercurrent compensates the effect of

northward Ekman transports which depend on the strength

of the equatorward component of the SET (Lass et al.

2000). This poleward undercurrent of South Atlantic

Central Water (SACW) originates in the Gulf of Guinea

and entrains ‘old’ and oxygen-depleted waters of the

Angola Dome (Chapman and Shannon 1987). The mixed

water mass arrives at the northernmost Namibian offshore

zones with oxygen concentrations well below 90 lmol/L

and hugs the shelf break as a focused jet. (b) ESACW is

advected onshore (O’Toole 1980) as an intermediate cross-

shore compensation current that balances the Ekman off-

shore transport in near-surface layers. The resulting mixed

water typically has oxygen concentrations of 178 lmol/L.

(c) A third water mass which has considerable effects on

the hydrography, biogeochemistry and ecosystem states on

the shelf offshore Namibia is warm tropical surface water

normally found north of the ABFZ as described for case

(a). Under specific conditions (during Benguela Niños, see

below) it is advected southward along the coast to the area

off Walvis Bay (and sometimes even further south).

Changes of SET strength and location disrupt the oxy-

gen balance over the shelf via weakened upwelling and

source water makeup. The cross-shelf compensation cur-

rent of ESACW reacts instantaneously to changing trade-

wind intensity and is immediately interrupted when the

trade winds stop. In other words, the most important oxy-

gen source for waters overlying the shelf is directly

coupled to fluctuations in the coast-parallel component of

the wind field on the time-scale of hours and/ or few days

(Fennel 1999). Only the poleward undercurrent, which has

a longer response time of weeks to months, remains to

counteract oxygen consumption in the water column and

the sediment. However, water in the undercurrent is

already depleted in oxygen. In addition, oxygen demand is

enhanced during slackening of the SET, because stabili-

sation of the water column promotes plankton blooms over

the shelf (Bailey 1991). Oxygen levels of near sea-bed

layers over the shelf can only increase after the trade winds

resume, again turning on the cross-shelf ‘‘conveyor’’ of

oxygen.

Chemical and biological characteristics of coastal

upwelling

The feed waters of coastal upwelling on the Namibian

Shelf have characteristic nutrient and oxygen concentra-

tions, which are determined by processes that steer the

relative proportions of the individual feed waters. Aside

from this, nutrient and oxygen regimes are also influenced

by internal sources and sinks: by oxygen consumption, by

gains of nutrients from sediments (Bailey 1991) or—in the

case of nitrate—by losses to suboxic and anoxic processes

Fig. 1 Bathymetry of the South East Atlantic overlain with clima-

tological sea surface temperatures (contour lines, in �C) (Gouretski

and Koltermann 2004). Arrows show surface (solid) and subsurface

(dashed) hydrographic features (Hardman-Mountford et al. 2003).

SEC south equatorial current, SECC south equatorial counter current,

BC benguela oceanic current, BCC benguela coastal current, ABFZ
Angola-Benguela front, PU poleward undercurrent
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in the water column (Kuypers et al. 2005; Tyrrell and

Lucas 2002). Typical nutrient concentrations in the

upwelled water offshore Namibia are 15–25 lM nitrate,

1.5–2.5 lM phosphate and 5–20 lM silicate; these con-

centrations increase over the shelf (to 10–30 lM nitrate;

2–3 lM phosphate and 20–50 lM silicate) and rapidly

decline to \5 lM nitrate, \2 lM phosphate and \1 lM

silicate in adjacent pelagic waters over the continental

slope (Shannon and O’Toole 2003). Primary production

fuelled by these nutrient concentrations amounts to on

average 1.2 g C/m2/day in the northern Benguela (Brown

et al. 1991). Phytoplankton is dominated by diatoms

(Hentschel 1936) with abundances of[106 cells/L near the

coast that rapidly decrease to 102 cells/L over the conti-

nental slope (Vavilova 1990). Abundance patterns of

diatoms in surface waters are well reflected by their

abundance in surface sediments (Schuette and Schrader

1981). High-phytoplankton biomass (1.2 · 106 t C in the

area between 15 and 28�S) is the basis for rich higher

trophic levels (Shannon and Pillar 1986). This includes

small pelagic fish, with fisheries being the third largest

source of income for Namibia.

Sediment records and rationale for proxies

Sedimentation on the shelf off Namibia is restricted to

water depths above 150 m where a belt of organic-rich

diatom ooze forms a NNW–SSE striking (coastal parallel)

layer with a thickness of up to 14 m. The ooze belt extends

over 700 km in N–S direction and 100 km in E–W direc-

tion (Bremner 1983; Meyer 1973; Emeis et al. 2004).

Distribution and facies of the sediment is determined by

water depth, the current and wave energy at the sea floor,

presence of oxygen at the sediment-water interface,

biological productivity (both pelagic and benthic), terrig-

enous input, and diagenesis (Bremner 1983). Sediments of

the mud belt archived the conditions in and variability of

coastal upwelling over the last 3,000–6,000 years in high-

temporal resolution, with sedimentation rates on the order

of 100 cm per 1,000 years (Struck et al. 2002). They are

our only means to reconstruct conditions in the upwelling

system before scientific measurements began. The mud

thickness and local mud accumulation rate—and thus the

temporal resultion achieved by paleoceanographic recon-

structions—is determined by the morphology of the

basement that was transgressed by the sea in the course of

the Holocene. That morphology had small-scale variability

due to incision of valleys during glacial sea level lowstand

(Vogt 2002) which are now filled with diatomaceous mud.

Results from 60 surface sediment samples, 9 short

multicores and 1 long gravity core will be presented here

that have been analysed from the shelf and upper slope

between 15 and 25�S. Surface sediment samples serve to

examine the present-day patterns of sediment properties,

and how they relate to modern conditions in the water

column. Several short (\50 cm) multicores from different

sectors of the mud belt have been analysed and dated by the

210-Pb method, yielding time series of data along the

entire coast from 26 to 20�S for the last 150 years

(Table 1). Assuming that sedimentation rates can approx-

imately be extrapolated from the thickness of the Holocene

mud and the age of a conspicuous sediment layer at its

base, these multicores extend back several hundreds of

years. Finally, a long (435 cm) sediment core SL226620

has been dated by AMS-14C and has been analysed

(Table 2).

Below we present three types of proxy data represen-

tative of physical, chemical and higher ecosystem

variability, respectively. We proceed from the patterns in

Table 1 Location of cores

studied and parameters

measured

Gravity core SL 226620 was

taken at station 226620

Expedition/station number Latitude Longitude Water depth Dating d15N SST

R/V Meteor 48-2, 2000

226620 22�45.510S 14�18.870E 83 m x x x

Gravity core SL226620 taken at same location

226680 23�46.520S 14�17.960E 109 m x x x

226720 22�09.980S 14�04.070E 69 m x x x

226770 21�22.970S 13�40.000E 51 m x x x

226790 19�47.000S 12�51.610E 50 m x x x

226870 22�40.030S 14�00.030E 125 m x x x

R/V A. v. Humboldt, 2004

266030 24�55.050S 14�25.230E 120 m x

265830 24�59.950S 14�35.030E 96 m x

R/V P. Kottsov, 1997

NAM-1 (kasten core) 22�40.100S 14�00.100E 125 m x x x

GeoB 4502 23�08.100S 13�10.060E 370 m x x
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surface sediments to core records, examining developments

of different time scales.

Methods

Sea surface temperature proxy: alkenone unsaturation

ratios

Amongst the proxies, sea surface temperature stands out as

the master variable that can be used to identify changes in

upwelling intensity and/or spatial variability through time.

Changes in sea surface temperatures can be detected by

alkenone unsaturation ratios. These lipids are biomarkers

of marine haptophytes, namely Emiliania huxleyi, and

record the ambient sea surface temperature during growth

of the algae. The degree of unsaturation is expressed as the

ratio between di- and tri-unsaturated ketones with 37 car-

bon atoms (Brassell et al. 1986; Prahl and Wakeham 1987):

Uk0

37 ¼ C37:2ð Þ= C37:2 þ C37:3ð Þ:

The index has been found to co-vary linearly with SST

(Müller et al. 1998). This proxy is insensitive to diagenesis

and variable oxygen conditions. The methods used to

generate the data presented here are described in Blanz

et al. (2005). The analytical error estimated for the method

is\0.4�C in repeated determinations of individual samples;

the calibration error has been estimated at 1�C.

A possible problem with the reconstruction of SST

based on the alkenone unsaturation index is a bias intro-

duced by mixing older alkenone-bearing materials into the

sediment (Mollenhauer et al. 2003). This has been shown

to severely affect the ages of alkenones on the adjacent

continental slope offshore Namibia, there compromising

the synchroneity of SST in sediments and in surface waters.

However, an age discrepancy was not noted in surface

sediments from the shelf mud lens (G. Mollenhauer,

personal communication, 2005). SST reconstructed from

alkenone unsaturation ratios thus should provide a good

index of changes in the intensity of upwelling. When

analysed in a series of cores spread out over the length

of the coastal upwelling system, it should in addition

reveal possible latitudinal shifts of individual upwelling

cells.

Nutrient abundance/denitrification proxy: nitrogen

isotopic composition

The second proxy traces changes in factors that result in

differential fractionation of nitrogen stable isotopes (15N

and 14N) in the course of chemical or biological processes.

Nitrogen is a key element in regulating biological pro-

cesses in the ocean. The ratio of the two stable N-isotopes

in sinking particles and surface sediments reflects N-sour-

ces, biogeochemical processes, and nutrient regime in the

overlying water. The ratio is expressed as d15N after

determining the abundance of the two isotopes in samples

(after combustion and reduction of NOx to N2) by mass

spectrometry:

d15N ¼ Rsample � Rstandard

Rstandard

� 1; 000 ½&�; with R ¼
15N
14N

N2 in air—a commonly used standard—has a d15N of

0%. The method used to generate the data presented here is

given in Voß et al. (2005).

The ratio is often used as a proxy to reconstruct marine

nutrient cycles in the geological past, and in particular the

extent of nitrate assimilation/utilisation (Altabet and

Francois 1994). Because we deal with an ocean margin

setting on small spatial scales, and because the proximal

upwelling area is never nitrate depleted, we consider this

influence as secondary to the influence of variable deni-

trification intensity. Denitrification in the water column—

but not in sediment—preferentially removes 14N to N2 and

results in enriched d15N in organic matter produced (Leh-

mann et al. 2005). There is to our knowledge no data on

N-isotope fractionation associated with the anaerobic

Table 2 Results of AMS-14C dating on *2,000 specimens of planktonic foraminifer tests per sample in gravity core SL 226620 and the

associated multicore (MUC) (22�45.510S, 14�18.870E, 81 m water depth)

Lab ID Sample depth top (cm) Sample depth bottom (cm) mgC 14C age ±1r DR Calendar year d13C ±1r

KIA 21408 MUC 45 MUC 48 1.1 1,315 25 400 485 –0.39 –0.39

KIA 18203 125 175 1.1 3,430 30 400 2,925 2.23 0.13

KIA 18204 164 214 1.5 3,785 25 400 3,310 0.83 0.11

KIA 18205 205.5 255 1 4,135 25 400 3,810 2.11 0.14

KIA 21409 311 361 0.8 4,785 35 400 4,635 –3.94 0.09

Dating was done at the Leibniz dating facility, Kiel, FRG. Conversion of raw 14C ages to calendar years is based on the IntCal Marine04

calibration curve
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ammonia oxidation (anammox), which is a quantitatively

important process of nitrate removal in suboxic and anoxic

water in the area (Kuypers et al. 2005). We thus do not

separate denitrification from anammox in the context of

this paper and just state that both are tied to oxygen defi-

cient waters. A possible bias on the use of 15N/14N ratios as

a proxy for denitrification intensity is the differential deg-

radation of proteinaceous biological products under oxic

and anoxic conditions (Gaye-Haake et al. 2005; Lehmann

et al. 2002). Several studies suggested that the d15N ratio of

material deposited under suboxic to anoxic conditions is

lower than that of material deposited under oxic conditions.

Also, there appears to be an effect of sedimentation rates,

with better preservation of original ratios in rapidly accu-

mulating sediments due to better sealing efficiency. Low

d15N from enhanced preservation may thus be associated

with the antagonistic process of 15N enrichment by

denitrification.

Estimates of mass accumulation using 210Pb

Sediment accumulation rates (x) were calculated from the

down-core changes of 210Pb excess activity. To account for

differences in sediment porosity and consolidation, excess
210Pb was plotted versus cumulative sediment dry weight.

Sedimentation rates (r) were derived from the slope (S) of

linear regression in those parts of the sediments that

appeared to be unaffected by mixing (Carpenter et al.

1982):

r ¼ k
S

with k ¼ ln 2

t1=2

Herein, k is the decay coefficient of 210Pb; half-life (t1/2)

of 210Pb is 22.3 years. For each depth an age was

calculated from cumulative dry weight and r (g/cm2/

year). Then, x (cm/year) were calculated from age and

depth of the individual samples.

The calculation of sedimentation rates is based on the

assumption that 210Pbxs flux and sedimentation were

constant over time. However, it should be noted, that x
calculated from profiles of 210Pbxs often overestimate the

actual accumulation rates, as gradually decreasing mixing

efficiency with sediment depth might result in a depth

profile indicating exponential decay, which is falsely

interpreted as undisturbed sediment accumulation (e.g.

Nittrouer et al. 1984). In all, six multicores have been

dated and Fig. 2 shows one example (MUC 226680) of a

profile with depth of excess 210-Pb from the mud lens.

All cores showed zones of mixing extending 10–15 cm

into the surface layers, which cause uncertainties in the

age models.

Results and discussion

Present-day patterns and past variability from the

sediment record

SST

Patterns of UK037 in surface sediments and the corre-

sponding SST estimates agree with observed ranges (12–

[20�C) and image the general patterns of temperatures

observed at the sea surface (Fig. 3a, b). Coldest SST esti-

mates mark nearshore upwelling between 22 and 26�S.

This is north of the prominent Lüderitz upwelling cell that

in observations has the lowest SST. Unfortunately, our

efforts to sample the sea floor in this upwelling cell did not

yield any recent sediment, but only hard grounds. A second

minimum of SST derived from alkenones is seen in the

vicinity of Walvis Bay (Fig. 3b), corresponding to the

central Namibian upwelling cell. The minimum tempera-

tures found in sediments at these two locations are between

12 and 13�C, corresponding to the range of freshly upw-

elled water (Hagen et al. 2001). The depressed SST

estimates indicative of the coastal upwelling have an off-

shore extension of several hundred kilometers, similar to

what is seen in the SST climatology.

Fig. 2 An example of excess 210-Pb profile with depth. For this

station (226680), the excess 210Pb data from below 12 cm was used to

estimate mass accumulation rates
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The frontal zone (ABFZ) between coastal upwelling and

the tropical regime, which in the climatological mean state

is located between 15 and 17�S, is not well reflected in

alkenone-based SST estimates due to poor sample cover-

age, but what little data are available suggest SST warmer

than 20�C north of that frontal zone.

The patterns of proxy-derived SST in surface sediments

thus generally conform to the SST signal seen in

observational time series, both in SST range and in gra-

dients. This makes alkenone unsaturation ratios a

promising proxy for SST variations in the past and to

decipher variability in the intensity and/or geographical

location of upwelling. If the intensity of upwelling changed

in the entire coastal upwelling system, for example in

response to stronger or weaker SET, records from different

areas should display synchronous SST variations; if

Fig. 3 Comparison of observed

and proxy-based conditions in

the upwelling area offshore

Nambia. a Observed sea surface

temperatures (SST, in �C) (data

from http://ioc.unesco.org/

oceanteacher/OceanTeacher2/

07_Examples/examples.htm)

and SST estimated from

alkenone unsaturation ratios

(b) in samples from 0 to 1 cm

sediment depth. Alkenone data

are from this study and from

Müller et al. (1998). c Observed

nitrate concentrations in surface

waters (in lmol/l, left; data from

http://ioc.unesco.org/

oceanteacher/OceanTeacher2/

07_Examples/examples.htm)

and surface sediment patterns of

d15N (bulk sediment, in %)

d; shown are own data and data

from Holmes et al. (2002).

Locations of multicores are

marked by crosses and core
labels in b and d
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changes in individual upwelling cells were the reason for

variability, we should see diverging spatial patterns.

A general assessment of spatial and intensity changes

through time—albeit with a poorly constrained age con-

trol—within different sectors of the coastal upwelling

system is shown in the four panels of Fig. 4. They show

downcore alkenone SST estimates from nine multicores

marked on the map. The time recorded in these records

varies due to differences in sedimentation rates, and we

will later investigate variations through time on several

dated cores. An estimate for the age at the base of the

multicores is given in the panels. This estimate uses the

thickness of the Holocene section at each site and an age of

6,000 years for the basal shell layer. The ages for the

deepest samples in the multicores were then calculated by

linear interpolation. The basal age in multicore 226620 is

an age determined by AMS-14C.

That the changes recorded at the different sites are of

different sign suggest that the alkenone unsaturation ratio is

unaffected by diagenesis (Prahl et al. 1989) and that the

records reflect SST variability in the past. The data reflect

both proximity of the sampling location to upwelling cells,

and changes in upwelling intensity of the upwelling cells

through time: pristine upwelling water has a baseline SST

of 12�C, which is also seen in the present-day surface

sediments as two discrete upwelling cells between 23 and

26�S. Station 266030 (Fig. 3d) today is closest to the

coldest upwelling water near Luederitz and has an esti-

mated SST of 12.5�C in the core surface. Over the course

of the record, the SST has remained cold at this location;

overall SST variability here was less than ±1�C, and a

slight trend (–0.5�C) to colder conditions is seen towards

younger sediments. The cooling trend is amplified in the

second record from this southern area, station 265830;

here, SST decreased from 15�C to slightly over 13�C over

time. Being located somewhat more offshore, this location

has apparently never recorded pristine upwelling mode

water, but always warmed surface water advected from the

general vicinity of station 266030. The general tendency

recorded by the two records in the southern sector around

25�S is thus one of cooling, consistent with an intensifi-

cation of upwelling in the Luederitz cell over the last few

centuries.

In contrast, records from the central Namibian upwell-

ing cell (24–22�S) registered a modest, but consistent

increase in local SST by 2�C over the last centuries. This

warming trend is well expressed in the record from station

226680, which is only 100 km north of the cooling area. At

the base of 226680, SST was 14�C and thus only 1�C

warmer than upwelling mode water; it increased by 1–2�C

towards the top. The same warming tendency by *2�C

more is seen in all records from the central cell, although

each record started from a different baseline temperature

that reflected the relative contribution of pristine upwelling

water.

Two records in the northern sector (226770 and 226790)

have no trend in SST and baseline SST here is above 15�C

throughout the records. Both records vary around their

means in a non-random manner and the record at 226770

in particular shows variations of 1�C over the last centu-

ries. On the other end of the SST range is site GeoB4502,

which recorded SST variations in the outer fringes of the

coastal upwelling system (see Fig. 3a). Unfortunately, we

have no indication about the depth of the Holocene

transgression layer at this site and no way to estimate the

time covered by the core. SST here varied rapidly between

14 and 20�C with no obvious trend. The record is con-

sistent with random interleaving of cold upwelling mode

water and warm pelagic water over the site located in the

offshore filament zone. Based on the patterns in multicores

we may infer that upwelling activity in the vicinity of the

dominant Luederitz upwelling cell has intensified, and has

diminished in the area from 24 to 22�S (the central

Namibian cell) over the last centuries. Position of and

water mass character in the northern Namibian upwelling

cell (represented by core 2266790) apparently have not

changed over the last centuries.

Mass accumulation rates from six of the MUCs from

the central and northern sectors have been estimated by

fitting the lower 10–20 cm of the excess 210Pb distribu-

tions. Only sediment depths from below 10 to 15 cm are

suitable for estimating mass accumlation rates using this

model. It is clear from the 210Pb profiles that sedimen-

tation is highly variable over time and that extensive

mixing in the surface sediments is occurring, or that a

significant change in sedimentation processes must have

occurred over the last 50–100 years. Nevertheless, these

estimates of sediment accumulation permit a more

detailed assessment of variability over the last 150 years.

The most highly resolved records from the northern sector

(MUCs 226790 and 226770) show a gradual increase in

SST over 1�C during the last 100 years (Fig. 5). Two of

the records from the central area (MUCs 226870 and

226620) have decreasing SST over the last 50–100 years

(by *1�C). Two records from 22 to 23�S (MUCs 226720

and 226680) have seen increasing SST (by a maximum

also of 1�C). The spatial pattern seen in the SST changes

is difficult to interpret, but it appears as though coastal

upwelling has diminished in the northern sector over the

last few decades, that the central Namibian cell near

Walvis Bay has increased slightly in activity (as moni-

tored by cores 226620 and 226870), and that the activity

around this local upwelling centre has somewhat dimin-

ished. Surface sediment at location 226620 now marks the

lowest SSTs, whereas these were registered at location

226680 some 50 years ago.
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The records of SST variations together suggest that the

upwelling system reacted inhomogeneously to changes in

the external forcing, and that a general intensification/

weakening of the entire coastal upwelling system appar-

ently was not the main cause of variability. A general

intensification of upwelling in the entire system, caused for

example by a general intensification of wind speed in the

SET, would cause an overall cooling, or at least would not

cause a warming in the central sector while the northern

sector was unchanged. The records together thus suggest a

Fig. 4 Downcore variations in

estimated SST (from alkenone

unsaturation ratios) for MUCs

in different sectors of the

upwelling area (depth scale in

cm core depth) with estimated

time periods covered by the

records
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reorganisation of upwelling cells north of 25�S since

1900 A.D. Because such a reorganisation is unlikely to have

been caused by changes in coastal morphology or seafloor

topography, the only conceivable mechanism that would

cause a change in the geographical position of upwelling

cells is a change in wind stress curl.

Two dated SST records exist that span the time since

6,000 and 3,000 years, respectively. One core (NAM-1)

has been published by Struck et al. (2002) and Baumgart-

ner et al. (2004). Results for a second core (SL 226620; see

Table 2 for the age model) encompass a longer period of

time and are shown in Fig. 6. Comparing physical prop-

erties data and concentrations of TOC between the gravity

corer and the multicorer taken at the same location suggests

that *50 cm of sediment was lost by over-penetration in

the gravity corer. At 19 cm core depth in the multicorer the

age discrepancy between the 210-Pb-age and the interpo-

lated 14C-age is 40 years.

SST varied from 14�C to almost 20�C since 6,000 years

ago, but the range of variation in the diatom ooze core

interval, which is characteristic for shelf upwelling, is only

around 2�C and thus is similar in range to that seen in the

multicores. After the Holocene transgression, present-day

water depth was probably established by around

4,500 calendar years at the core location: Core intervals

below 330 cm uncorrected depth (at *4,800 cal years) are

sandy and contain abundant bivalve and gastropod debris.

High SST in combination with coarse sediment texture and

abundance of shell debris in samples older than

4,800 cal years suggest that the site was situated in shallow

water, possibly landward of the coastal upwelling. Sedi-

ments between 330 and 210 cm uncorrected depths

(equivalent to 4,800–3,800 cal years) are laminated and/or

colour banded on a sub-cm scale, implying that the site was

bathed in anoxic to at least suboxic waters (Kiessling

2002). SST is quite variable in this sediment interval.

Above 210 cm uncorrected depth (younger than

3,800 cal years), the laminations become more sporadic in

the diatomaceous ooze and are completely absent in sedi-

ments above 110 cm core depth. This suggests that anoxia

Fig. 5 SST estimated from

alkenone unsaturation ratios in

multicores dated by 210-Pb over

the last 150 years
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apparently decreased in frequency of occurrence at around

2,700 cal years.

SST had decreased from 18 to 14.5�C by 1,900 cal

years with variations of around ±1�C. The temperature

level of close to 14�C suggests that a centre of upwelling

was intensifying in the vicinity of the core location; this

intensification (cooling) was suddenly interrupted at

1,900 cal years. At that time, SST stepped up by 1.5�C,

remained steady at 16�C until 500 cal years and only in the

multicore did the SST variability increase again, as dis-

cussed above.

Nutrient utilisation and denitrification intensity from d15N

Sediments of the mud belt near the coast the coast and to

water depths of \150 m are enriched in 15N, at both high

(e.g. S0of 25�S) and low (e.g. around 22�S) surface-water

nitrate concentrations (Fig. 3c, d). Further offshore, where

low nitrate concentrations occur in surface waters, the d15N

of surface sediments is lower. This is intriguing, because

we would expect an opposite pattern if nutrient utilisation

alone were the dominant control on d15N: depleted d15N at

high-nitrate concentrations, enriched sedimentary d15N at

low nitrate concentrations. Overall, this is indeed the

general relationship between proximity to upwelling cells

and nitrate concentrations and is illustrated in Fig. 7a,

where we plotted typical water masses in the area in terms

of SST range and nitrate concentrations (data from Was-

mund et al. 2005). This summary plot suggests that low-

temperature waters, indicating freshly upwelled waters,

generally have the highest nitrate concentrations. But

Fig. 3c also shows that in a more detailed view, the gen-

erally high nitrate concentrations in freshly upwelled

waters are not necessarily found, and that some sectors of

the coastal upwelling (between 20 and 25�S) are clearly

nitrate deficient. Interestingly, this is the area of the

thickest mud accumulations and the highest d15N in surface

sediments. In consequence, and opposite to what we

expected, there is a negative correlation between SST

estimates from alkenones and d15N in surface sediments

(r2 = 0.44; Fig. 7b).

In addition to nutrient utilisation, another sink for nitrate

and another cause for N-isotope fractionation become

evident from the spatial patterns seen in nitrate

Fig. 6 Time series of SST and d15N in core 226620. The uppermost

samples are from the corresponding multicore. Crosses mark 14-C

age control points (see Table 2); age at the base of the core has been

set to 6,000 years (linear extrapolation through lowermost four age

dates)

Fig. 7 a Ranges of nitrate concentrations plotted against tempera-

tures of different water masses in the working area (data from

Wasmund et al. 2005). ABFZ Angola-Benguela Frontal Zone. The

plot shows the expected decreasing nitrate concentrations with

increasing temperatures, as upwelled water warms and loses nitrate

to assimilation by plankton. b d15N ratios of surface sediment samples

(circles) and of multicore samples (black squares with error bars)

plotted against SST estimated from alkenone unsaturation ratios (this

study). The negative correlation (r2 = 0.44) argues against nitrate

utilisation as the dominant control for spatial patterns of d15N on the

shelf and upper slope offshore Namibia
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concentrations at the sea surface (Fig. 3c). The area

between 20 and 25�S on the shelf—where most of our

sediment samples originate—coincides with an area of

low-oxygen concentrations in the deeper water column.

This coincidence strongly suggests that biological uptake is

not the only mechanism that causes low-nitrate concen-

trations, and that denitrification combined with anaerobic

ammonia oxidation (anammox) occurs in the water column

at significant rates (Eichner 2001; Kuypers et al. 2005;

Tyrrell and Lucas 2002).

The average d15N-value of nitrate in the ocean today is

about 5% (Brandes and Devol 2002). In regions with a

suboxic water column and denitrification in mid-water—

such as the Namibian coastal upwelling area—the lighter

isotope is preferentially released as N2, and residual nitrate

can have d15N-values above 20% (Altabet et al. 1999;

Voß et al. 2001). Intriguingly, Eichner (2001) reported

d15Nnitrate from two stations on the Namibian shelf that are

between 4 and 8%, so that a general enrichment of nitrate

is most probably not the main reason for enriched surface

sediment values; this leaves processes after deposition as

the most likely cause for enrichment. On the other hand,

Thunell et al. (2004) compiled data of paired concentra-

tions and d15N of nitrate from the base of the respective

euphotic zones of several suboxic, high-productivity con-

tinental margin settings under the influence of upwelling.

The nitrate d15N ranged from 6 to 12%, and had a 1:1 slope

with d15N of surface sediments, showing no diagenetic

offset. Until more measurements of d15Nnitrate become

available from the Namibian system, we assume that the

surface sediment values on the shelf reflect the isotopic

signature of upwelling nitrate that has been isotopically

enriched by denitrification in a suboxic water column. Our

best estimate of the d15Nnitrate of upwelling water is around

12%, but is in conflict with data of Eichner (2001).

The d15N range in the surface sediments on the shelf

and adjacent slope are surprising, because they are not in

accord with a significant contribution of DIN from the

coastal upwelling upwelling to DIN in the adjacent ocean.

If we assume that some of the DIN in the offshore waters

originates from coastal upwelling, we expect to see an

effect of nutrient utilisation that should result in lower

values than 12% near the coast (Holmes et al. 1997).

Because a d15N of 10% in the accumulated biomass (and

surface sediment) is reached when roughly 80% of the

upwelled nitrate with presumed initial 12% d15N is

assimilated, the data have an important consequence:

Because d15N of the remaining nitrate should have 21%,

the upwelling nitrate cannot be a significant DIN source

for biomass produced offshore, where surface sediment

d15N is much lighter. The data thus suggest that coastal

upwelling is unlikely to be a source of nitrate for the

adjacent ocean.

Whereas the belt of high d15N on the shelf is consistent

with assimilation of nitrate that has undergone denitrifica-

tion, there must be additional DIN sources with low d15N

signatures feeding the offshore waters. The candidates are

shelf-edge upwelling processes (Barange and Pillar 1992;

Summerhayes et al. 1995b; Holmes et al. 1998; Pichevin

et al. 2005), nitrogen fixation in the outer fringes of the

coastal upwelling cell (for which there is no independent

evidence), or advection of particulate nitrogen with low

d15N from outside the upwelling system. An indication for

the latter process may be the cluster of low ratios found

around 20�S, in water depths around 500 m, because this

feature cannot be fuelled by upwelling nitrate from the

coastal cells. Instead it may reflect some other, isotopically

depleted particulate nitrogen source. The feature coincides

with the path of low-oxygen water in the poleward

undercurrent that may advect particulate N in near-bottom

transport processes.

How do sediment records reflect nutrient utilisation and

denitrification/anammox in the past? In the sediment cores,

there is no simple positive relationship between SST and

d15N expected from nutrient utilisation alone, but neither is

the negative correlation between the two variables seen in

surface sediments (Fig. 7b) consistently seen in the cores

(Fig. 8). On the positive side, none of the cores exhibited

d15N-values that exceeded the range found in surface

sediments today. Furthermore, the data from the multicores

plot within the same range, and in the same general trend of

decreasing d15N at increasing SST, as was seen in the

surface sediments (Fig. 7b). We argue that the lack of a

relationship between SST (as an indicator of proximity to

upwelling) and d15N seen in the the multicore records is an

indication of the overriding control of denitrification/

anammox in determining both the amount of nitrate

available for uptake and the isotopic signature of sedi-

mentary d15N.

The nitrogen cycle in different sectors of the coastal

upwelling system responded differently to upwelling

changes indicated by SST variations (Fig. 8). With the

possible exception of core 226770, all records registered an

increase in d15N in the youngest sediments, regardless of

the sense and magnitude of SST changes. The increase in

d15N in youngest samples suggests a higher degree of

denitrification and implies a deterioration of the oxygen

supply to the shelf. In detail, however, the different loca-

tions have different evolutions. In the vicinity of the

Walvis Bay upwelling cell, locations 226870 and 226620

recorded a decrease in SST concomitant with an increase in

denitrification over the upper 10 cm interval. This suggests

increased entrainment of colder and more oxygen-depleted

waters. Locations 226720 and 226680, bracketing this

intensified upwelling cell, have warming tendencies asso-

ciated with increased denitrification. This suggests a
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spreading of oxygen depleted conditions over the imme-

diate vicinity of intensified upwelling. In the northern part

of the mud lens, core 226790 registered the largest signal

of increased denitrification (d15N increased by 3%), but

SST remained largely invariant. Core 226770, which

showed cyclic variations in SST, resembles none of the

other records and recorded little change in d15N. Our cur-

rent hypothesis is that entrainment of O2-deficient waters

from the poleward undercurrent increased in locally

intensified upwelling cells.

When the data is plotted against time in those multicores

for which a 210-Pb age model exists, we note that d15N

increased over the last 50–100 years in the entire upwelling

area (Fig. 9). The increase is first seen in the high-resolu-

tion record of core 226680, where it began in the 1930s; by

1950 it had reached the central stations and was registered

at the northern locations since the 1960s. On a much longer

timescale, the time series of nitrogen isotopes in gravity

core SL 226620 is almost a mirror image of the SST

evolution (Fig. 6). This long record as well has a range of

d15N as that seen in modern surface sediments. Starting

with low d15N in the sands and sandy muds of the trans-

gression facies, variability was high to 2,600 cal years and

d15N varied from 5 to 9% in the laminated oozes. After

that time no laminations occur and the homogeneous

diatom oozes suggest less intense anoxia. The d15N-values

are uniform at around 7% after 2,600 years and variability

only started to increase again at *500 cal years, corre-

sponding to the base of the multicore at the same location.

Past variability in forcing and upwelling: evidence

from observations

A synopsis of evidence for variations in forcing on sea-

sonal to interannual time scales since the 1980s has been

recently published by Hardman-Mountford et al. (2003) for

the Northern Benguela region. These authors evaluated

time series of satellite data and of numerical model prod-

ucts. According to the analysis, ocean climate in the South

East Atlantic and along the coast of Africa is forced from

both the northern and southern boundaries. From the North,

seasonal signals of equatorial origin invade along the

Angolan coast, while the trade winds and events in the

Agulhas region dominate the Southern Benguela. The

Northern Benguela—our area of interest—is a mixed

regime, under the influence of forcing from both directions.

Seasonal and interannual variability over the shelf is high,

as seen in high standard deviations of wind stress, SST, and

chlorophyll concentrations. Variability on interannual time

Fig. 8 Trends d15N in

multicores with SST

determinations on the same

samples
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scales is dominated by Benguela Niños, which are clearly

observed in positive SST and sea level anomalies; they

coincide with anomalously weak southerly winds at the

equator. During years with an exceptionally relaxed SET

intensity, the ABFZ is extremely displaced southwards. In

addition, an eastward travelling equatorial Kelvin wave

transports warm, saline waters from the western tropical

Atlantic towards the Gulf of Guinea and the ABFZ reaches

extreme southern positions to drastically reduce the overall

belt of the Benguela upwelling (Shannon et al. 1986). This

analogue to the El Niño in the eastern Pacific is called

Benguela Niño. On the interannual scale, such events have

approximately the same temporal recurrence as those

observed in the Pacific.

The warm surface water reaches latitudes as far south as

25�S. It causes positive sea-level anomalies of up to 5 cm

at Walvis Bay (Shannon and Nelson 1996). Inflow of warm

waters raises SST by 2–8�C in the northern sector of the

Benguela upwelling system. Increased SSTs during

Benguela Niños cause increased evaporation and enhance

the upward directed atmospheric convection: small atmo-

spheric cyclones mark the track of the warm water and lead

to increased precipitation on land. Prominent Benguela

Niños were observed in the years 1963, 1974, 1984, 1993,

1996, 1997 and 1999. Additional events were reconstructed

from historical records for the years 1892, 1908/1909,

1922/1923, 1934, 1937, 1949 and 1953 (Hagen et al. 2001).

The average time interval between all consecutive extreme

years was about 11 years between 1909 and 1963, but only

5 years between 1974 and 1999.

Feistel et al. (2003) used meteorological data from St.

Helena Island to derive an index describing the relative

activity of the SAA. Because the SET wind results from

gradients in air pressure between the SAA and low pressure

of the ITCZ in the North and those between the SAA and

the Angola–Kalahari Low in the East, changes in position

and intensity of these atmospheric centres cause the vari-

ability in the SET at different scales of space and time.

Fig. 9 d15N in 210-Pb dated

multicores versus time all

display an upward increase in

d15N, suggesting an increase in

denitrification and a decrease in

oxygen supply to the shelf area,

starting around AD 1950
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Substantial changes in the alongshore component of the

SET cause anomalously strong or weak coastal upwelling

on different spatial and temporal scales in the coastal

upwelling system.

To extend the record of climatic variability in the

upwelling area, Feistel et al. (2003) assembled and ho-

mogenised the St. Helena 1893–1999 century-long

monthly weather records of temperature, pressure and

rainfall. The resulting time series exhibits trends for

decreasing precipitation (10 mm/100 year), increasing air

temperature (0.9�C/100 year), and decreasing air pressure

(0.6 hPa/100 year). The first empirical orthogonal eigen-

function (EOF) explained 46% of the total variance in the

data set and its associated temporal coefficient was termed

‘St. Helena Island Climate Index’ (HIX) (Fig. 10). In

addition to known Benguela Niño events and those events

reconstructed from historical records, the HIX time series

in addition suggests Benguela Niños for the years 1895,

1905, 1912, 1916 and 1946. When comparing austral

winter HIX with an index describing the intensity of

coastal upwelling, it was found to have a statistically sig-

nificant correlation with remotely sensed SST expressed as

the Benguela upwelling index, called IBU (Hagen et al.

2005). The IBU is based on the spatial variations in the

extent of \13�C water over the shelf (Hagen et al. 2001).

Observations on the areal extent of the 13�C isotherm

identified the following years of strong Benguela upwelling

events: 1982, 1985, 1990 and 1992. The years 1911, 1922,

1967 and 1976 were proposed as intensive upwelling years

based on the HIX (Fig. 10).

Matching observations with the sediment record

Interestingly, SST apparently have not changed synchro-

nously over the entire coastal upwelling system as a whole,

but the system has behaved differently in different sectors.

Satellite SST data analysed by Hagen et al. (2001) showed

a similar segregation into regionally diverging patterns of

SST as we see in the dated portion of the records. The

second mode of variability in the IBU indicated that a

warming in the North coincides with a cooling in the South

and vice versa. The third mode was barely significant and

its eigenfunction divided the study area into three subre-

gions: 17–22, 22–30 and 30–34�S. It suggested that

warming in the central zone should be accompanied by

cooling in the northern and southern zones and vice versa,

similar to what we see on a completely different time scale

in the diverging SST records of multicores.

The time period covered in the dated cores is the same

as that covered by the HIX time series with its series of

cold and warm events. However, that data set does not

contain the long-term trends that characterise the sediment

records. In cores near the northern Angola-Benguela Front,

we find variations in SST of 1�C that co-varied reasonably

well with the annual average of the HIX. However, the

sediment record of SST did not trace the frequency of

positive (Benguela Niños) or negative (Intense Benuela

Upwelling) upwelling indexes, possibly because they

appear to both cluster at certain times and either cancel

each other out in the sediment record, or because the high-

frequency signal is attenuated by processes in the sedi-

ments. At our present state of knowledge and data, it is

difficult to extrapolate from observational time series (and

derived reconstructions of atmospheric circulation and

upwelling intensity) to sedimentary archives, and vice

versa.

Possible causes for long-term variations

The underlying causes for the decadal-scale variability are

not agreed upon. Clearly that variability has to include

atmosphere-ocean interactions, and several likely candi-

dates have been identified by Marshall et al. (2001). These

all influence the interhemispheric SST differences that are

a basic control for the relative intensities and position of

trade wind systems on the Northern and Southern hemi-

spheres. Candidates are the North Atlantic Oscillation

(NAO) in the mid-latitudes of the North Atlantic that

reaches down into the tropical climate system by changing

the strength and position of the Azores High, positive

feedbacks in the system wind-evaporation-SST on regional

scales, or anomalous heat fluxes that reinforce initial in-

terhemispheric gradients in SST and thus strengthen cross-

equatorial wind anomalies (Chang et al. 1997). Whatever

Fig. 10 Time series of the St. Helena Climate Index (Feistel et al.

2003). Grey curve are monthly average values of the HIX climate

index for austral winter months July, August and September. The

black line marks a running average over 7 years. Negative values

denote weak SET intensity, positive values denote strong SET

intensity. Filled arrows denote inferred Benguela Niños and intense

upwelling, empty arrows denote observed events (redrawn after

Hagen et al. 2005)
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the most important mechanism is, it is clearly linked to

variability in heat fluxes between ocean and atmosphere,

which alter circulation not only in the atmosphere, but also

in the ocean on a global scale. That means that decadal

scale changes in climatic conditions establish/maintain

teleconnections over far distances via self-sustaining

dynamics (Deser and Blackmon 1993; Miller and Schnei-

der 2000; Montecinos et al. 2003).

Cross-equatorial heat flux in the Atlantic Ocean, both in

the atmosphere and in the ocean, creates strong links

between processes in the trade-wind driven coastal

upwelling, the tropical climate system, and processes in the

North Atlantic (Marshall et al. 2001). Variability there is

driven by changes in the NAO, in meridional overturning

circulation, and thus essentially again in heat flux (Del-

worth and Greatbatch 2000). This is the gist of recent

theoretical work published by Prange and Schulz (2004),

who modelled the responses of the two African upwelling

systems to changes in cross-equatorial heat transport.

According to the model results, the two systems operate in

a see-saw mode, where one upwelling system is strength-

ened at the expense of the other. Although their

perturbation experiments were on comparatively large

(shutdown of North Atlantic Thermohline Circulation) to

huge scale (closure of the Isthmus of Panama), the results

nevertheless suggest that any process affecting the merid-

ional heat transport in the Atlantic Ocean should have an

effect on the upwelling systems.

Conclusions

The performance of coastal upwelling systems of the

Atlantic Ocean in terms of carbon sequestration, green-

house gas release/consumption and ecosystem structure

and yield is intimately linked to physical forcing by large-

scale atmospheric circulation patterns. These hemispheric

atmospheric patterns in turn are linked to meridional, cross-

equatorial heat transfer. The pivotal property that links the

physical domain in the coastal upwelling area offshore

Namibia to the chemical and ecosystem domains is the

oxygen content of the water column, which is affected by

physical forcing and internal biogeochemical processes.

Based on observation time series, intense variability in

forcing and in upwelling intensity have been recognised.

Likewise, the oxygen supply to the shelf appears to have

undergone significant changes. Sedimentary archives sug-

gest that SST variability over the last several thousands of

years was within the bounds of today’s conditions, but that

regional heterogeneity in SST and biogeochemical condi-

tions was significant. Nitrogen isotope data shed some

doubt on both the significance of d15N as a proxy for

nutrient utilisation, and on the role of coastal upwelling as

a source of nutrients for the adjacent ocean. The data

suggest a predominant influence of denitrification/anam-

mox on d15N ratios, and this accepted, suggest a decrease

in oxygen supply to the shelf offshore Namibia over the

last 50 years. All this preliminary evidence both highlights

the needs for future studies and underscores the potential of

studies in the coastal upwelling system offshore Namibia to

address key questions of the IMBER initiative.
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